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Misconceptionsaboutcausationwithsynchronyand
seasonal drivers
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Baskerville and Cobey (1) caution against convergent
cross-mapping (CCM) as a test for causation. However, their argument is based on an incorrect application of CCM arising from misconceptions about
causation with synchrony.
As stated in Deyle et al. (2), it is widely believed
that there is synchrony between flu incidence and seasonal environmental drivers such as absolute humidity
(AH). Synchrony is a well-studied phenomenon that
can result from strong coupling or dynamic resonance.
In unidirectionally driven systems synchrony can arise
when the affected variable becomes effectively enslaved
to the driving variable so that their dynamics become
indistinguishable. As explained in Sugihara et al. (3), this
leads to the false appearance of bidirectional causality
(one direction being nonsensical). Thus, with synchrony
the direction of causation is obscured.
This well-understood fact about CCM explains the
observations made in ref. 1 and why their attempt to
use directionality as a litmus test was incorrect. To
confirm this, Fig. 1 shows that the apparent effect of flu
on AH is largely explained by synchrony (measured by
how strongly correlated flu is to the environment)—
exactly as expected.
With synchrony, basing a test on the directionality
of CCM only makes sense if there are unambiguous
time delays between cause and effect (4). However,

Fig. 2 shows how a lag test fails if the environmental driver is strongly periodic—resulting in the absence of a uniquely optimal cross-map lag to use for
a directionality test.
These facts do not mean that CCM “has gone
awry” but simply that the interpretation in ref. 1 is
misinformed. A more pertinent test of causation is described in Deyle et al. (2). It addresses the concern that
two noninteracting variables (e.g., flu and AH) may both
be independently synchronized to the seasonal cycle
(i.e., case 3 as described in ref. 3). The test developed
in ref. 2 using seasonal surrogates specifically shows that
there is evidence beyond synchrony that environmental
variables have a causal effect on flu.
Thus, the analysis in ref. 1 demonstrates the wellknown difficulty of establishing directionality in synchronous systems; however, it has no relevance to
and does not contradict the findings of ref. 2. Indeed,
directionality is not itself a pertinent question (we know
that flu does not drive humidity). Instead, the most important validation of the results will come from experiments to determine whether the U-shaped effect of
humidity (5) and the discovered temperature threshold
are valid [i.e., below 75 °F (in temperate regions) humidity has a negative effect on flu incidence, whereas at
higher temperatures (in the tropics) humidity promotes
flu incidence].
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Fig. 1. CCM skill for the effect of influenza on the environment is strongly determined by the degree of synchrony (the maximum lagged
correlation between influenza and the environmental variable). Points correspond to the 26 countries studied in ref. 2. PRCP, precipitation; RH,
relative humidity; and T, temperature.
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Fig. 2. CCM skill (ρ) as a function of cross-map lag (negative values indicate that causes precede effects). (A) The susceptible–infected–recovered–
susceptible (SIRS) model with synchrony between flu and a periodic driver shows no well-defined optimal lag. (B) An empirical example showing
the same pattern. Note that selecting the lag with the maximum CCM value over the window used in ref. 1 (dashed lines) obscures the fact
that the optimal lag is not unique and thus has little information about the direction of causation.
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